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Hubble parameter with GW170817
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Optical counterpart: SSS17a

Host galaxy: NGC 4993

observed vrecession = vH + vpeculiar

universe is not homogeneous at small scales:
galaxies attracted towards local matter overdensities

NGC 4993: vrecession = 3327 ± 72 km s−1

Correct for peculiar velocity of group of galaxies

vH = 3017 ± 166 km s−1

Distance, dL = 43.8+2.9
−6.9

Mpc

(assuming sky location of counterpart)

Independent of any distance ladder!

Abbott et al. Astrophys. J. Lett. (2017), DOI: 10.3847/2041-8213/aa91c9; LSC-EPO Abbott et al. Nature (2017), DOI: 10.1038/nature24471

H0 = 70.0+12.0
−8.0 km s−1Mpc−1
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Era of precision GW-cosmology ahead!
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Schutz (1986); Holz & Hughes (2005)

Plot from Nissanke et al. (2013)

Chen et al. (2017)

Idea in Schutz (1986); Plot from Del Pozzo (2012)

Multiple observations with transient counterparts.

Narrow beam with potential host galaxies around optical
counterpart if host galaxy not uniquely identified.

A fully statistical analysis using cross-correlation with
a galaxy catalog in absence of a transient optical
counterpart.

applicable also for binary black holes

extension to other cosmological parameters?
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Selection effects
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Abbott et al. Nature 551 #7678, 85-88 (2017)

Mandel, Farr, Gair, LIGO-P1600187; Chen et al. (2017) Messenger & Veitch (2013)

dLH0 ≈ zc

GW selection effects

threshold SNR → interferometer horizon

only nearby signals detected

Detection efficiency:

Neff(Ω) =

∫
Edet

dE
∫

dθ p(E|θ, Ω,H,I) p(θ|Ω,H,I)

EM selection effects

depth of telescope

incomplete galaxy catalogues

Correct for / take into account possible contribution of
galaxies missing from catalogue.

Integrated method of taking into account both effects.
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Recent and ongoing efforts
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Chen et al. (2017)

Complete mock catalogue Completion of incomplete catalogue

Ajith, Brady, Chen, Datrier, Del Pozzo, Fishbach, Gair, Ghosh, Gray, Hendry, Holz, Messenger, Qi, Samajdar, Sur, Van Den Broeck, Veitch

UWM, Chicago, Glasgow, Nikhef

Nikhef

Nair et al. LIGO-P1700098: EM and GW selection effects enter in a similar way.

How important is completeness of galaxy catalogues?
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Possible science-driven collaborations
Including some brainstorming at the MIT Town Hall Meeting
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♣ Peculiar velocity information important for nearby events.

♣ Using inclination information from kilonova / afterglow models.

Combine GW and EM information before marginalizing.

Requires expertise not currently within the LVC.

Would the LVC be interested in collaboratively developing what is necessary?

Would astronomers be motivated in pursuing this with the LVC?

♣ Statistical estimate of H0 expected to benefit from deeper surveys.

♣ A probability distribution of source locations to cross-correlate with.

Mapping from redshifts and luminosities in catalogs to a 3D probability distribution.


